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Fourth Grade Super Tap 
Welcome to Tapestry Charter School’s Super Subject update!

At Tapestry Charter School 
Students in fourth grade have seven SUPER SUBJECTS built into 
their schedules and receive instruction in Visual Art, Dance, Music, 
Physical Education, Wellness, Library and STEAM!  Based on both 
national and New York State Learning Standards, Super Subjects 
provide students with an opportunity to explore, create, work both 
independently and collaboratively, and build foundational skills in 
the arts, literacy, science, physical education and wellness.



 

VISUAL ART 
FROM: MR. JAY HAWKINS 

This trimester in visual art, students have been focusing on becoming familiar with 
different types of lines from vertical to horizontal, and curvy and zigzag lines. Week 
after week we explored different fun ways to create works of art using the knowledge 
of lines they’ve been acquiring through their beginning of class warm up worksheets. 
We’ve also been doing silly drawing prompts picked at random by the students 
thinking of a number and entering it into a spinning wheel to select what silly drawing 
prompt we will be doing for the day. The goal is to ignite their creativity, and 
imagination with fun scenarios to illustrate. Students are encouraged to make full 
compositions of work and convey certain information about what is happening in their 
drawing through specific details.  

DANCE    
FROM: MS. DEBORAH LIPA-CIOTTA 

As part of our Black History Month celebration, while also looking at dance history, our 
fourth grade dancers explored the question “How does dance reflect and influence the 
world?”  We looked closely at four contemporary African American choreographers (Lil 
Buck, Jon Boogz, Camille A. Brown and Alvin Ailey). Students examined how their 
unique work and choreography can be a reflection of events in our world including past 
and current events.  Choreographers can also influence the world by presenting works 
that inspire others, express an important message and reflect society.  Students viewed 
several dance works titled “Icons of Modern Art” by Lil Buck, “The Language of Dance” 
by Jon Boogz, “A Dance to Honor Mother Earth,” by both Lil Buck and Jon Boogz, “The 
History of Social Dance,” and “ink” by Camille A. Brown and clips of “Revelations” by 
Alvin Ailey.  

We had a special lesson to celebrate the 100 days of school with a 100 years of dancing.  
We danced through the decades and had the best dance party! Bravo 4th grade on all 
your beautiful learning. 

A special 

100 years of dancing 


to celebrate 

100 days of school 

in February! 


Dancing Through  
the Decades  
1920’s-2020’s 



 

MUSIC  
FROM: MS. MARIE MEALER 

Ukulele has been front and center this trimester in fourth grade music. Students 
can now play C major, A minor, and F major chords on their ukulele, as well as 
playing those chord tones on Orff Xylophones! Building on the ensembles skills 
we started developing in trimester 1, students are now able to play multiple 
instruments and sing as one large class band! We have focused on applying all 
these skills to play Can’t Stop the Feeling by Justin Timerlake. Fourth grade 
students can read a lead sheet to give them the basic form and chord sequence 
for the song, but then have room to add their own personal styles. Each fourth 
grade classroom has put their own touches on the song, and made it special in 
their own ways. In alignment with the New York State Standards for the Arts, 
fourth grade students will continue to read lead sheets as it is a very popular 
way to ready music on both ukulele and guitar, giving students the skills they 
need to be lifelong musicians! 

Arts wing hallway display to celebrate 
influential African American  

performers and choreographers in dance 
history as part of  

Black History Month. 

Multiage after school  
Dance Company Club 

grades 2-4  
creating a new dance titled 

“Parachute Fun!” 

4th Grade after school PE club! 



 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION  
FROM: MS. KATIE WRATTEN and MR. DAWAN 

WELLNESS 
FROM: MS. TERRA BIALY 

Fourth graders started trimester 2 with a teacher-led yoga and 
mindfulness practice to help them ground their bodies, focus 
on breath and begin to develop an awareness of body and 
mind connectivity. As the students became more 
acclimated we added engaging yoga freeze dance videos to 
promote cardiovascular health and to have some fun with 
movement! 

The classes used the Pixar film Inside Out as a common text to identify how their 
emotions and memories help to shape their personality and the choices they make. 
We discussed the importance of identifying “big feelings” like anger and noticing what 
the consequences are when we allow anger to control our behavior.  

The trimester ended with each student creating their own personal investigation 
looking at what their “Personality Islands” are, what triggers different emotions (joy, 
sadness, fear, anger, disgust) and what they would consider their big CORE memories. 
Students wrote and drew pictures to identify and explain.  

Fourth graders have been working on multiple skills of throwing to a stationary target at 
different height levels as well as to a partner.  Students worked to develop cooperative skills 
and perseverance. Cues such as stepping opposition were a primary focus during the unit in 
order to make sure students understood which foot to step with when throwing depended on 
which hand they threw with.  Students participated in an activity where there were different 
stations that required students to throw forward from greater distances into or through lower 
and higher targets. 

This trimester they also learned about the 5 food groups through MyPlate such as fruits, 
vegetables, proteins, dairy, and grains. MyPlate is all about finding a healthy eating style that 
works for your family and fits with your everyday life. The MyPlate icon is a reminder to make 
healthy choices from each of the five food groups, and there are many small changes you can 
make that add up to big success over time. Each week we focused on 1 of the 5 food groups.  
We talked about what types of food are in our 5 groups, and how many servings we should 
have a day. We also went over what is in our food groups for example vitamins, minerals, 
calcium, and phytonutrients that fight off bad germs to keep our body healthy and strong. 



STEAM   
FROM: MS. MELISSA LEOPARD

Our fourth graders did not participate in their STEAM Super Subject this 
trimester, but will return to weekly STEAM classes beginning trimester 3.  We 
look forward to continuing our scientific work together in our lab.    

Some of our fourth grade students participated in our 
after school “Slime Club” and wow was it FUN!   

Super Subject “Slime Club” with Ms. Melissa  

LIBRARY  
FROM: MS. JENNIFER CHAPMAN

We started the trimester working on a Black History 
month research and mural project.  Students were 
given a variety of people who exhibit black excellence 
past and present to learn more about.  Some of the 
students colored in squares that when connected made 

a mural of important black figures in history. We then watched and reviewed 
the 2022 Winter Olympics.  After watching, we focused on bobsledding as we 
used cardboard tubes and other materials, working in teams to build our own 
“bobsleds,” complete with a four person penguin team on board!  


